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Laird to allow
Cambodia aid

NvwaphotO by Gordy Gmir

TO OVERWEAR an overworn cliche again,
the Falcons were defeathered last night by
the Toledo Rockets. These kids apparently
thought there was hope tor a while, but it

took more than hope to stop people like
Toledo's seven-foot-one Doug Hess. See the
sports page for the grim details.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird said yesterday
he will recommend use of U. S. alrpower
in Cambodia, Loas and South Vietnam to
reduce American casualties "as long as I
am serving In this Job."
"We will use alrpower," Laird told a
news conference.
Unlike his past statements, Laird did
not limit his description of air operations
in Cambodia to interdiction-the interruption or destruction of enemy
supply and troop movements.
Although the defense secretary appeared to be trying to suggest there was
nothing new in this, his use of the broad
term "alrpower" marked another step In
official acknowledgment of widened U. S.
support of South Vietnamese and
Cambodian troops fighting the North
Vietnamese in Cambodia.
He pictured the use of American air
power as a supplement to growing South
Vietnamese capability in the air.

Apparently anticipating new troubles
from antiwar senators as the scope of
U.S. air operations in Cambodia unfolds,
Laird said the administration has
authority from Congress to conduct air
and sea operations so long as it does not
commit U. S. ground-combat troops
outside of Vietnam.
Indication that Laird's view on this
point may face challenge came
yesterday when Sen. Frank Church,! DIdah)),called for a Foreign Relations
Committee study to determine whether
the Nixon administration is violating
congressional restrictions on U. S. involvement In Cambodia.
Church is coepomo- with Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, (R-Ky.), of the
restrictive provision attached to

President Nixon's aid request for
Cambodia.
The Cooper-Church ammendment
bars U. S. ground-combat troops and
military advisers from Cambodia and
declares U. S. aid is not a commitment to
defend the Cambodian government.
LAIRD RENEWED a pledge not to
send U -.. ground fighting men into
Camb- i again, saying "we will not
corr .
U.S. ground-combat forces to
Ciioodia, directly or indirectly."
Under questioning, the defense
secretary said the mandate from
Congress would permit sending a communication unit, a field hospital or some
other outfit not of a combat character.

Huge oil tankers collide
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Thousands
of housewives, hard-hatted refinery
workers and young people waded Into the
biggest oil slick in San Francisco Bay
history yesterday to try to save
thousands of oil-coated birds.
Spreading out over miles of grimy
beaches, the volunteers tossed straw on
the floating oil and used pitchforks to
load the oil-soaked straw into trucks.
They also manned numerous centers set
up to clean and care for the birds.
The giant spill, estimated by the Coast

Guard at between 500,000 and 1.9 million
gallons, spread along SO miles of Pacific
Ocean coastline from Pt. Reyes to below
Pacifica, leaving dead birds, fish, shrimp
and other irarnc wildlife in its path.
On yesterda; mofhing's hlgh"fide,
oil swept i.'iL the Bolinas Lagoon, a
primary source of food for countless
varieties of wild life, including the great
blue heron and white egret.
THE VOLUNTEERS turned out in
such overwhelming numbers that

coordinating organizations asked other
helpers to hold off until more facilities
can be set up to treat the birds.
A collision of two Standard Oil Co. of
California tankers in dense fog early
Monday near the Golden Gate Bridge
ruptured six compartments in one of the
ships and sent thick bunker oil oozing into
the bay. There were no injuries.
A Coast Guard inquiry into the mishap
began yesterday with Lt. Cmdr. Roy E.
Nichols Jr., senior Investigator for the
Coast Guard's San Francisco Marine

Inspection Bureau, sitting as a one-man
board.
THE OIL COMPANY, which is paying
for the entire cleanup operation,
reported It had 500 men on the beaches
along with the volunteers.
On the bay, the company was using 10
tugboats, 25 charter boats, several oilskimming barges, 30 vacuum trucks, 13
tank trucks, 20 dump trucks, four tractors and four "scoop-mobiles."

Housing group reorganizes
By Terry Cochraa
Staff Reporter
In an attempt to deal more effectively
with off-campus
tenant-landlord
problems, the Student Housing
Association (SHA) is in the midst of
massive reorganization.
Formerly SHA was composed of a

coordinator and three regular members, said Dale Ruthkowski, present
SHA coordinator. "However, we didn't
feel the organization was large or
variable enough to deal with all the
problems in town."
The reorganization now in process
calls for a coordinator and eight other
members, each of whom will represent a

Whip causes confusion
WASHINGTON (AP) - Top level
confusion over selecting a House whip
surfaced yesterday a* Democrats
moved to spread powerful chairmanships around to younger members.
Speaker-nominee Carl Albert, first
told newsmen he favored making the
third-ranking Democratic whip Job

By Richard Blystone
Associated Press Writer

&»i

College seniors looking for Jobs
this spring will have to be a lot more
energetic and a lot less fussy than
the class of 1970 - and even so, some
will be unemployed for some time
after graduation, placement experts
say.
Hardest hit will be specialists in
science and engineering fields
because of cutbacks in the
aerospace industry and a shortage
of federal funds for research.
But almost all others will be
affected as well, largely because of
the state of the economy.
"The bargaining position of the
graduating student has changed
dramatically in the past year," said
Jack Shingleton, placement director
at Michigan State. "He will have to
approach the job hunt more
realistically and more vigorously
than he has In recent years.
"In the past, where he may have
been able to select from five to seven
job offers, this year the selection

elective - and then announced several
hours later that he favored keeping the
Job appointive.
Asked why his position flip-flopped,
the Oklahoma Democrat replied:
"When I expressed a preference for
going to an elected whip I was expressing
what I thought was an agreement among
the leadership." It wasn't.
may be reduced to one - and for
good students maybe more than
that. He will have to compromise."
After surveying 916 major employers, the College Placement
Council reported that employers are
making 21 per cent fewer campus
recruiting visits this year than last
and are planning to hire 23 per cent
fewer college graduates.

specified conglomerate of apartment
complexes, non-complex apartments or
rooming houses.
Letters are being sent to every offcampus resident explaining the change,
Rutkowskisald. They will also be asking
for students interested in becoming
representatives to call the SHA offices
and set up times for interviews.

problems between tenants and landlords.
"The former SHA organization also
made lt hard for students to feel they
were really being represented," explained Rutkowski. But by next year, an
additional 480 off-campus housing units
will be around, and a change In the SHA
is definitely needed."
Rutkowski noted several problems the
SHA has dealt with in the past, including
high rents for sub-standard housing, little
or no maintenance to run down buildings
and questionable charges of damages
which are withheld from damage
deposits.

A SCREENING committee composed
of Rutkowski and Sheldon Wiseman,
University housing advisor to SHA, will
choose from among the applicants on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of next
week.
Rutkowski said, "Representatives
will be chosen on interest in their complex and the general community area
they are living in. We will also be interested in knowing how applicants feel
they could improve their apartments and
relations with the managers."
Rutkowski hopes the new representative system will allow SHA members to
get to know landlords much better, and
thus promote smoother dealings with

FILES ON such cases and their
decisions will be made available to the
representatives, according to Rutkowski.
He also stressed that the Job of the coordinator will not be that of a dictator.
He will merely watch to see that things
flow smoothly within the organization.
Once chosen, the new SHA
representatives are expected to start
functioning sometime around Feb. 4.

In campus visits, down 2.5 per cent
and 3.6 per cent. Government, the
biggest employer of new graduates,
predicted a 16 per cent dip; banking,
finance and insurance firms anticipated a 26 per cent decline in
visits.
The student employment market
peaked in 1969, declined last spring
and plummeted thereafter.

marketing; computer science;
metallurgical, chemical and civil
engineering; nursing; statistics;
criminal justice, and labor and
industrial relations majors will find
jobs available but with limited
selection as to geographical location
and specific interest areas...science,
communication arts, education,
agriculture, chemistry, physics, and

H«wiphoio by Gordy Can

PARKING LOTS and sorority houses look like something
out of a Monopoly game in this view taken from high inside
the McDonald Towers construction.
vacancies shrank by 25 per cent.
As primary reasons for the job
pinch, placement officers cite the
decline in the economy, the
reduction in draft calls, the number
of returning veterans from Indochina and the burgeoning college
population - which has more than
doubled to 8.5 million in 10 years.

Job offers slim, experts say
THE COUNCIL, a nonprofit.organization in Bethlehem, Pa., said
business majors were expected to be
least affected, with openings down
18 per cent. The sharpest drop was In
science, mathematics and other
technical categories - 31 per cent
below last year.
Accounting and merchandising
firms planned the smallest decrease

Howard Lumsden, placement
director at the University of Tennessee, reported on the figures for
1970: "We had a 21.8 per cent
decrease in employer visits to the
campus and we had a 13.2 per cent
decrease in the number of interviews conducted."
Shingleton said his inquiries
indicated
that
"accounting;
economics; general business;

interior design will have a more
difficult tune."
PLACEMENT COUNSELORS
agree that the more advanced and
specialized a student is within his
area, the worse his chances.
The
Cooperative
College
Registry in Washington reported its
file of Ph.D applicants for academic
jobs grew 25 per cent in one year and

Shingleton said tne situation
makes it imperative that college and
university faculty pay more attention to their students' future
careers.
"In days gone by, we had an
educational elite and Jobs were
always there for that small percentage of the population, but now
we turn out a tremendous percentage of the population with the

same aspirations but there are not
enough jobs to meet those
aspirations."
TO COPE WITH the Job drought,
placement officers are advising
students to be flexible in both choice
of employer and job location.
"We tell them to make up a good
resume and approach directly some
of the employers who may have even
canceled their visits, because some
of these employers still have needs,"
Lumsden said.
"We also advise them to contact
smaller employers, Insurance
agencies and smaller banks who
haven't gotten into
college
recruiting."
LUMSDEN CITES manufacturers of air conditioning equipment, business products and textiles. He a.id otherj note that cancelled recruiting visits may mean'
only than an employer knows he is in
demand and is saving money by
letting applicants come to him.

D
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epiTeRiai_s
'secret sessions'
"We Intend to have an open, candid, visual administration," Governor Gllllgan told newsmen last week.
But the Republican-controlled legislature has different
ideas. The House has passed a rule permitting committees
to meet In secret because "there are times when committees can deliberate better or conduct more effective
hearings behind closed doors."
A GOP spokesman justified the decision by claiming
that sessions held in secret will be the exception and most
certainly not the rule.
"Secret sessions" sound suspicious. The members of
the legislature have discounted public confidence. These
are the times when public officials are viewed with
distrust, and the term politician leaves a bad taste in the
mouths of most citizens.
The House committees have managed for many years
to conduct their business without closed sessions. It was a
stupid and unnecessary move to approve such secrecy.
Governor Gllligan seems to be working hard to regain
the confidence of the many people who have become
disenchanted and distrustful of the institutions of government. Many of the problems he and his administration
must deal with are public problems-education, tax
reform, etc. - where public confidence is essential.
The House GOP has only broadened the credibility gap
by their latest self-appointed privelege.

mayor skibbie
The Mayor of Bowling Green, F. Gus Skibbie, is facing
perhaps his most difficult year in office this year. And it's
his last year in office. He announced some time ago that
he won't run for re-election. He is 61.
But, among the usual patience-trying duties of a city's
chief executive, Mayor Skibbie has been faced with a
police scandal which still threatens to undermine his
administratipn and blemish his reputation.
He has been faced with two councilmen who balked at
his recommendation to place a city income tax increase on
the May 4 ballot. They hesitated because they felt the
citizens of Bowling Green lost confidence in an administration which bred such turmoil in Its police
department.
The mayor has additionally been the target of some
venemous letters criticizing his attempts to seek an outside investigating body to probe the police organization's
functions and responsibilities. At least one outspoken
citizen has asked publicly for the mayor's resignation.
Although we can't set ourselves up as judges in this
incident any more than Mayor Skibbie can, we feel here is
a man deserving of understanding support from his
townsfolk.
In his many years of public service, Mayor Skibbie has
consistently shown he has the best interests of his city at
heart. Though sometimes his methods may fall into
question, it is nearly impossible to question his sincerity.

news
Lerrers
yippies serve student
On Thursday January 14, I noticed that my automobile was not in its regular
parking spot. Since I was unable to start it previously, I thought it quite peculiar to be
missing. Naturally my first reaction was to contact the local authorities.
I walked Into the police station and said "Hey look some Joker stole my car." The
next thing I knew the officer in charge whipped a warrant on me for failure to pay
parking tickets. So I inquired, "What's the deal? I don't know anything about any
parking tickets."
He replied "Well buddy, you'd better come up with 65 bucks or you're going to
jail." I said "Ok I'll be right back; I'll see if I can scrape up the bread." The officer
said "Hey wait a minute, you're not going any where."
The next thing I knew I was frisked and taken downstairs to Jail. I was quite
surprised. I couldn't figure out why they needed my money in such a hurry because
from what I've heard, the Bowling Green police have been doing for themselves on the
side.
So there I was In the can, broke, busted and can't be trusted. Neither my girlfriend
nor I had any bread. I figured I'd probably have to spend the rest of my life in the
slammers. There I was with no means what so ever to get a hold of any money (a
mere victim of police oppression.)
As I lay in my bunk reading my 206 history book this cop came down and said,
"Some guys are upstairs with your bond money. Do you want to go home?" (What a
stupid question.)
I replied, "Of course." I walked up the stairs wondering who the hell do I know
that has $65. When I reached the front desk I saw these two freaks who looked like
they'd never seen 165, let alone give It to me.
My first reaction was "Hey, what's the deal?" They answered, "We represent the
Youth International Party, Just doing our duty serving the student."
I was never so shocked or grateful to anyone in my life.
All power to the people
Free Angela Davis and
all political prisoners
Rocky
Gonet
2034 N. Main

in support of campus security
It is most unfortunate that in the
midst of an already sad situation certain
statements completely out of context
have been released concerning the
campus security department. Certainly,
it cannot be denied that a number of the
campus security officers do not have any
college education. However, perhaps we
should remember that our campus
security officers are civil service employees of the State of Ohio and therefore
are hired based on the qualifications
established by the State of Ohio (and not
by any individual or group of individuals
at Bowling Green State University).
Up to July, 1970, the qualifications as
established by the State of Ohio specified
that a Policeman I applicant must be a
high school graduate. Up to this time
college training was not a requirement,
so campus security officers hired before
July, 1970, were subject to these
qualifications. Granted, as of July, 1970,
the State of Ohio did change the
qualifications to require two years of
college and-or one year of police experience. Therefore, how can any individual criticize our policemen who

were hired before July, 1970 in accordance with existing specifications, for
not having a minumum of two years of
college?
Furthermore, all our policemen, less

let's hear from yoi
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns. Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask, however,
that guest columns not be written In
direct response to any other published
editorial item.
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten. We ask that columns
be no more than four typed pages triplespaced.
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these limits,
with respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should include
the author's address and phone number,
and may be mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hail.

i— our man hoppe-

the great animal war
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Looking back, it can now be seen that
the first portent of The Great Animal
War in the offing was a brief news item
that appeared in the closing days of 1970:
"Saigon - Three porpoises trained by
the U. S. Navy as underwater spies have
arrived in Vietnam and are expected to
go into action soon, military sources
revealed today."
American troops had long employed

combat-trained K-9 war dogs on search
and destroy missions. And for years the
enemy had been using elephants to move
supplies down the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
But now with elephants, dogs and
porpoises all in the thick of the fighting,
the next step was all but preordained.
"1 have promised to bring our brave
America'' ''Oys back home," a worried
President told a meeting of the National
Security Council the following month.
"But who shall replace them on the
battlefront of freedom?"

"Chimpanzees," said the Chief of
Staff.
"I beg your pardon?" said the
President.
It developed that the Army, not to be
outdone by the Navy's porpoises, had
long been secretly training chimpanzees
in leadership techniques at the Fort
Benning Officer Candidate School. They
were now ready for combat.
"The Fighting Chimp Brigade," as it
was called, quickly proved itself in action. Its members made ideal soldiers.

I WAS JUMPED BY A TEAMSTER. A TELEPHONE REPAIRMAN. A RREMAN AND A SANITATIONMAN

-CALL A COP!'

'At Least I'm The Front-Running
ANNOUNCED Candidate' '

They were loyal, courageous and never
questioned an order.
By the spring of 1972, American forces
in Vietnam consisted of 125,000war doss.
43,000 chimpanzees, 240 amphibious
alligators and a flotilla of porpoises led
by a killer whale.
The Communist elephants had by now
been reinforced by Soviet Siberian
huskies, Red Chinese chows and cadres
of spotted leopards, they being superb
Jungle fighters.
Again it was a stalemate. But the
public rather enjoyed this new era In
warfare. (Who will ever forget the
daring guerrilla exploits of Ho-Gan's
Heroes - an international team of
English bulldogs, French poodles and
West German shepherds led by a oneeyed gorilla?)
But as The Great Animal War
escalated, so did efforts to breed and
train superior fighting animals. This
culminated in an orangutang named
George who could think and talk as well
as a General.
"You're the smartest animal in the
world," said the Chief of Staff proudly,
handing George his battle orders.
"If I'm so smart," said George
thoughtfully, "what am I doing In the
Army?"
Once the question had been asked, the
heresy spread. In no time, all the
combatants had crawled, trotted,
lumbered, crept or slithered back to the
wilds. And even the porpises had swum
back to the sea to gambol in the waves as
porpoises should.
Naturally, efforts were made by both
sides to recruit young men In order to
resume the war. But the efforts proved
unavailing.
"If war Isn't fit for animals," said
each young man, shaking his head. "It
isn't fit for ma."

one, have completed the required basic
police officer training. The one has until
September, 1971, to complete the
required training. Many of our officers
have completed additional hours of
police training, as much as 200 hours in
some cases. Also, there are a number
who are now attending classes at Penta
Tech. These classes are directly related
to the police profession. It appears to this
writer that rather than publicly criticize
our security officers for not having
college experience, it would be better to
publicly praise the many security officers who are diligently obtaining additional police training
In addition to this, one factor which
cannot be overlooked is the outstanding
performance
of professionalism
displayed by our entire campus security
department last May. All members of

tht department devoted many, many
extra hours to their assignments. They
were always available at every point of
possible crisis on the campus, but wisely
remained in the background. During the
could-be critical times the members of
the force could not have performed
better. Their performance was outstanding because of their extreme
devotion to their assignment and because
of their extreme loyalty to Bowling
Green State University.
Therefore, it would seem to me that
under the trying circumstances today,
now is the time to stress the positive and
provide our complete support wherever
possible to our campus security force.
Ray Malone, President
B. G. S. U. Chapter

Ohio Civil Service
Employees Association

military nomenclature
The military has now resorted to a change in nomenclature to cure some of its ills.
It has announced that its missions in Viet Nam will no longer be known as "search and
destroy," but as "search and hold". The supposition is that acts such as what occured
at My Lai would have been more humane if labeled search and hold rather than
search and destroy.
Perhaps further steps could be made to make our activities more bearable and
humane in war.
For example, those reported as killed in action could be designated as those who
have met their maker. Wounded soldiers could alternatively be described as men
who have encountered foreign material from high-velocity military instruments.
Innocent women, children and elderly persons killed in the war could be called the
highest bidders for democracy rather than civilian casualties.
Precious food stocks and countryside destroyed in war could be classified as
physical discomfort in exchange for the eternal inner-peace that comes with freedom,
rather than obliteration and malnutrition.
Yes, all these things could be employed to make the actions of our military more
humane. But I suppose I'm Just a pessimist on this subject.
After ail, wasn't it in the ISOO's that we changed the title of the War Department to
the Defense Department??
Rick Amos
328 First St., apt. 2
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Spencer-Sharpies
meeting challenges
By Chris Flowers
Staff reporter
There's a certificate in the
office of Joyce Myles that
reads "Certificate of award
for courage demonstrated
above and beyond the call of
duty."
The certificate came to
Mrs. Myles through her involvement as an advisor for
the Methods Experience
Project, which allows Juniors

and seniors in elementary
education here to teach in
Toledo inner-city schools.
Students combine three
days of team-teaching with
two days of seminar-type
methods courses for 16 hours
credit.
"Ordinarily, in a methods
course taken here it may be a
year or so before you can try
various theories," Mrs. Myles
said. "However, the trend in

University delves
into occult world

Nawipholo by Cordy Coir

MRS. JOYCE MYLES is advisor to the University's actively in the Spencer Sharpies and Sherman
Methods Experience Project which participates school systems.

Union combats air pollution
The University Union has
taken a step in the fight
against air pollution with the
improvement of the Union
incinerator system.
Improvements were made
by the Thur O-Burn Co., an
incinerator firm of Toledo,
during the Christmas recess,
and the new system was
operating by Jan 3.
Cobb said that the 16.400
system has eliminated 95
percent of all fly ash and
smoke output and increased
operator safety.

Seven improvements listed
last faU by John Hinde, Chief
Engineer and assistant
director of the Union, have
been fulfilled, according to
Farrar M. Cobb, director of
the University Union.
They
are:
- installation of an electric
door which opens and closes
automatically, instead of by
hand, thereby reducing
danger to employees. This
door also closes tightly,
cutting down on the possibility
of smoke and ash from the

Postal strike hits
LONDON (AP) - Britain
appeared yesterday to be in
for a long postal strike with
wane talks broken off and no
new negotiations in prospect.
Post uu'ices stopped accepting telegrams
and
postmen began sealing the
slots of mailboxes Tuesday a
few hours before the strike
began at midnight. Electra
House, the center of Britain's
international cable traffic.

Our mistake
The
India'
Association's Republic
Day celebrations will
begin Saturday at 6 p.m.
in the Dogwood Suite of
the Union.
The News erred in
Wednesday's edition by
announcing the
I celebrations would
| begin at 6:30 p.m.

Yippie group
to hold benefit
for Panthers
Tlv Yout*i International
Party (Yippie I will stage a
benefn for the Bl»ck Panther
Party Thursday. Friday and
Saturday. January 21.22 and
23.
"Mayday," a film on the
Panther rally in New Haven
last May 1, and "Battle of
Algiers," will be shown
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. in 201
Hayes Hall.
Friday at 7:30 p.m.
"Staggolee," a filmed interview with Bobby Seale, and
"Battle of Algiers" will be
shown in 105 Hanna.
Following the films Friday
nignt. Toledo Panther Mike
Cross will speak at 10 p.m.,
also in 105 Hanna.
An interivew with David
Hillard on "Face the Nation,"
and "Battle of Algiers" will be
shown at 8:30 p.m. Saturday in
105 Hanna.
>^
A donation each night of
'^, fie dollar is requested, with
all proceeds going to the
Panthers. The Mike Croat
taklafrw.

went silent a few minutes
after midnight.
Almost half the nation's
47,000 telephone operators
were expected to stay away
from their switchboards.
The rest are part-time,
non-union workers or members of the National Telecommunications Staff
Association, which is not on
strike.
Automatic dial telephones,
Telex and international leased
wire services were not affected.
Mail service to Britain was
embargoed in the United
States, France, Spain, West
Germany, Australia, Japan
and Canada.
Mail
pickups ended
throughout Britain with the
day shift Tuesday, but by
midnight there were backlogs
of 3.5 million pieces in London,
250.000 in Birmingham, 150,000
in Glasgow and 115,000 in
Belfast.
Big corporations cranked
up private postal systems,
ferrying foreign mail to
France for posting.

smokestack.
- installation of a larger
combustion chamber in order'
to increase the burning
capacity, expanding the
combustible area and in turn
reducing the intensity of the
fire.
- installation of a
"staggered wall" or a maze of
bricks in a manner that will
filter the smoke and fly ash
(small black flake-like suSstances that escape into air. i
- addition to the prewn*
system of a blower that will
supply more oxygen and
create more effective combustion.
- addition of an afterburner at the base of the
chimney to insure burning of

all material and gasses that
could possibly escape from the
combustion chamber.
- addition of a barometric
dampner which will control
the size of the chimney
opening in accordance with
the proper atmospheric
pressure in assuring proper
draft.
- replacing the screen on
top of the smoke stack.
As a further step in the
elimination of pollution to the
environment, Cobb said that
the Union has recently
switched from cans to bottles
in the sale of soft-drinks.
He added that he is "immensely pleased with what
has been done," but refused to
comment further.

Federal court action
on Kent still possible
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Federal court action may still
develop from last spring's
Kent
State
University
disorders in which four
students were shot to death.
Rep. Robert E. Levitt, R-91
Canton, released a letter
today from a U.S. Justice
Department official which
stated "no decision has been
made as to whether federal
action is warranted in this
tragic affair."
Levitt said he wrote U.S.
Atty. Gen. John Mitchel Nov.
19 for a copy of the FBI report
on the Kent State probe.
He said he received a letter
from Lerris Leonard of the
Justice Department's Civil
Rights Division saying no
decision had been made on
federal action and adding:
"Until this decision is

made, I do not feel it is advisable to grant your request
because of the possibility of
federal litigation."
Levitt said "more than
sufficient time has elapsed for
federal agencies to make a
determination as to whether
federal action is warranted.
Former U.S. Sen. Stephen.
M. Young said on several
occasions he anticipated a
federal probe of the Kent State
disorders. The four students
were slain and nine others
wounded during a confrontation with Ohio National
Guardsmen last May 4.
A state Grand Jury in
Portage County has indicted
25 persons in connection with
the incidents.
Levitt said the FBI report
would be helpful to his committee on campus disorders.

Beginning Jan. 23, the
University will begin a
program delving into the
world of the occult. Events
will feature an astrologer, a
witch and a medium, among
others, who will visit the
campus for "Mystery of the
Mystic," sponsored by the
Student Activities Office.
Clara M. Darr, a Toledo
astrologer, will lecture and
lead a discussion about
charting the stars Saturday,
Jan 23, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom, Union. Mrs.
Darr, who watches the skies
for indications of stellar influence, will outline methods
for casting horoscopes and
answer audience questions.
Palmistry, tea-leaf reading
and handwriting analysis will
be the topic of a panel
discussion Sunday, Jan 24, at
7:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom.
Mary Ann
Dushane, a Maumee teacher,
will discuss how she learns
personality traits by reading
telltale signs of handwriting.
Other panelists Include
Sevlnder T. Singh, a
University graduate student
from India who reads the past,
present and future through the
lines of the palm, and James
Cowan, a graduate student
who predicts the future
through tea-leaf reading.
The "Great Witch Gundella" will appear on the
campus Monday, Jan. 25 at
7:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom.
"Gundella," a
resident of Ann Arbor and
member of the faculty at the
University of Michigan, wiU
explain the use of witchcraft
outside the coven.
The final program in the
occult series features medium
Howard Higgins, who will
conduct a seance at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 26, in the Grand

Ballroom. Higgins, who first
became
interested
In
mediums while working
toward a doctorate in
psychology, found that to
investigate certain
phenomena he needed a
through background in magic
as well as academic
psychology.
He has continued his study
of psychic phenomena as a
hobby, and will demonstrate
what he has learned at the
seance.
Each program in the occult
series is free and open to the
public.

JDL calls halt
to harrassing
of Soviets
NEW YORK (AP) With its
leader on trial on an assortment of charges, the militant
Jewish Defense League has
called a halt to its harassment
campaign against Soviet
diplomatic personnel to
protest treatment of Jews in
the Soviet Union.
Rabbi Meir Kahane, league
chairman, told newsmen of
the "moratorium" Tuesday in
the Criminal Court Building
moments before he went on
trial on charges of disorderly
conduct, resisting arrest and
obstructing government
administration.
The league has held noisy
demonstrations outside the
Soviet mission to the United
Nations and taunted mission
members with insults and
obscentities.
Kahane
said
the
moratorium would last for a
"reasonable period of time,"
but "if we don't see any
results, we'll go back to our
harassment."

education is for more clinical
experience, as well as getting
into the classroom to relate to
children."
The program originated
when a son of Dr. William
Harris, the University's
director of student teaching,
did a student teaching stint at
Spencer-Sharpies.
He suggested that students
there needed more individual
help than the teachers could
provide.
And the Spencer-Sharpies'
teachers have welcomed the
extra help, Mrs. Myles added.
She
said B.G.S.U.'s
education majors are extremely enthusiastic about the
project. It has grown from 30
participants in one school
during spring quarter, 1968, to
90 students presently teaching
in two schools—SpencerSharpies, and Sherman, with a
third school about to be added,
she explained.
Sharon Whitman and Carol
Calarco, both Juniors in
education, taught a class of 55
first graders last quarter in
the Sherman Elementary
School.
"When they told us about
teaching in an inner-city
school we were scared to
death," Miss Whitman
recounted. "It was mainly
because neither of us had
previously taught and we
weren't
familiar
with
deprived children."
The girls said that their
class was composed of black,
poor white and Chicano
children.
"My attitude has really
changed toward deprived
children because I never
realized six-year-old kids
could have so many
problems," Miss Calarco said.
She explained that many
parents don't care enough
about the children to "get up

and send them to school."
She added that many of the
kids don't have enough clothes
and aren't in the best of health
due to deficiencies in their
diets.
Miss Whitman mentioned
one student who came to class
"with swollen eyes and
bruises on his face." His
father refused to take him
home, she explained, and his
blind grandmother who cared
for him said to leave the boy at
school.
He was ultimately taken to
the hospital by school officials.
"He was all right," Miss
Whitman related, "but it was
just disgusting that no one
cared about him."
They admitted that the Job
did have its pleasant
moments,
though.
Miss Calarco said one boy
was very hostile at the
beginning of the quarter. He
refused to respond to their
efforts and stubbornly insisted
he hated school.
"But later," she said, "we
had him singing Jackson Five
songs in front of the class. He
knew all the words and
thought he was a member of
the singing group."
Both stressed that the
project took work, patience,
determination and energy.
Mrs. Myles explained that
the student who signs up for
the program must be looking
for a challenge. "We don't
look at accums," she explained, "and so far we have
had appliction up to and
including the faU of 1972.
Mrs. Myles said the project
has been met with enthusiastic responses from
other universities across the
country and added that the
Educational Research
Clearing House is printing an
abstract of the project report.

New in the Cage

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP
521 S. Prospect
Phond 354-9603
Taking orders for the
following
Boo constrictors up to 9 ft. long
Iguanas up to 5 ft. long
Caimans (alligators)

DISCOVER

lEf^V
tatteraef Sportswear
Top

OPEN HOUSE
8-10
THURSDAY

$7

Skirt $8

100 per cent cotton Interlock knits.
AAachine washable short sleeve peasant
top, white, navey, red. Ribbon stripe
dirndle skirt in navey.
Shop now!
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Mixes business, industrial talents

New degree offered
A new degree program at
the University is combining
business management talents
with industrial technology to
produce top-notch middlemanagement personnel for
industry.
Dr. Jerry Stretchier,
chairman of Bowling Green's
industrial education department, says graduates of the
industrial
technology
program will be semiengineers.
"In the last 15 to 20 years,
engineering has become

largely theoretical and highly
abstract," he explained, "but
a great number of students
are more Interested in the
practical implications."
Dr. Stretchier maintains
that many jobs presently
offered only to full-fledged
engineers could Just as easily
be held by properly-trained
industrial technologists.
Several
schools
have
developed programs to
prepare students for these
jobs, but Bowling Green is the
only institution with a four-

year industrial technology
program in northwestern
Ohio.
The program combines
courses
In
business
management, technical
sciences, social sciences and
the humanities, and includes
three ten-week periods of
industrial experience as an
intern with a cooperating
company.
Graduates of the industrial
technology program are
prepared
for
middlemanagement positions.
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An industrial technologist's
combination of skills In
business management and
technology makes him an
ideal
liaison
between
management and industrial
personnel, Dr. Stretchier said.
And because of the Internship
program,
a
prospective employer is actually hiring an experienced
person when he gets an industrial technologist from the
University.
"The internship is the key
to our program," Dr.
Streichler admitted. "It givas
the students a chance to apply
classroom knowledge to industrial experiences, and
helps him become betterinformed as he makes his final
career choice."
"And it's an investment for
the participating company,"
he pointed out. "They have the
oppotunlty to recruit a
graduate they have trained
themselves."
Dr. Stretchier says that
students return from internship experiences with a
better concept of what courses
will help them to attain their
goal.
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Immunity may violate agreement
By Don McLeod
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Justice Department may have
violated the Geneva Conventions when it granted
immunity for Paul Meadlo to
testify In the My Lai trail of
Lt. William L CaUey.
And if the United States
finds it cannot prosecute

Involved in the UJS. Army raid
on the South Vietnamese
hamlet that, too, would be a
violation.
The Geneva Conventions,
one covering civilians in time
of war and one covering
prisoners of war, obligate the
United States to prosecute
persons alleged to have
committed grave breaches of
the conventions.
now a civilian

living in Terre Haute, Ind.,
testified Jan. 11 that he helped
kill unresisting villagers in the
March 16, 1968 raid. Calley,
leader of Meadlo's unit. Is on
trail by court-martial at Ft.
Benning, Ga., on murder
charges.
To
obtain
Meadlo's
testimony, Asst. Atty. Gen.
Will R. Wilson, head of the
Justice Department's
Criminal Division, granted

immunity guaranteeing that
testimony would not be used to
prosecute him.
Granting immunity,
however limited, to a person
the government is obligated to
prosecute appears to violate
the treaties, but a Justice
Department official said he
sees no conflict between
Wilson's action and the
Geneva Conventions.
Asst. Atty. Gen. William
Rehnquist of the Office of
Legal Counsel said such
things are "done to make it
possible to get at a more
serious crime by excusing
prosecution against a person
charged with a lesser crime."
In an interview, Rehnquist
agreed there might be a
violation if the United States is
unable to try former servicemen accused in the My
Lalslayings.
In accepting the Geneva
Conventions, the United States
agreed to pass laws to provide
for punishing violators.
But there is concern now
that there may not be
adequate law to cover soldiers
Involved at My Lai who have
since left the Army and
therefore are no longer subject to military law.
The United States signed
both conventions, along with
two others, in 1949.

BG car club
to hold rally
this Sunday
The newly formed BGSU
Sports Car Club will sponsor a
road rally called "Suicide
Seven" this Sunday.
Registration begins at
12:30 p.m. in lot six with the
rally beginning at 1:30. There
is a three dollar registration
fee.
Any type of car may enter
the rally.
Awards will be given to the
first three places with two
awards per car-one for the
driver and one for the
navigator. There is no limit to
the number of people that may
travel in a car.
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BG Spanish floor—bueno!
Armed with bright-colored
posters, some surprising signs
and shelves full of Spanish
dictionaries
23 girls at
Dunbar Hall have turned a
plain mktwestern domitory
into a little corner of Spain.
The students-mostly
Spanish majors and minorsare taking part in the
University's only program
aimed at housing students
according to mutal interests.
The program was started
in 1965 as a stop-gap measure
until the Spanish department
could attain Its ultimate goal
of acquiring a separate house
for Spanish students.
Although plans have been
drawn for a new international
students' center that would
include a Spanish house,
Spanish professor Michael
Flys predicted that separate
facilities would' not become a
reality for at least four more
years.
Meanwhile the pilot project
of a Spanish-speaking floor

has continued and, according
to Dr. Flys, has been a "great
success."
"It gives the students an
opportunity to use their
knowledge of Spanish outside
the classroom," he said.
The only problem with the
program to date has been lack
of interest on the part of male
students, he said. Although
men are invited to take part in
activities planned by the
women at Dunbar, they have
not been interested enough to
form a Spanish speaking floor
of their own.
The
students,
understandably, don't speak
Spanish 24 hours a day, but
most of them agree that living
on the floor has helped them
with their studies.
"You learn a lot more when
you live Spanish in the dormitory than if you Just do it in
class," explained Carol
Williams, a sophomore
Spanish major.
Kathy Fisher, another

Tatt murdir jury deliberating,
attempting to reach verdicts
I

N.wiphoto by Brian St«H«ni

"FEW PEOPLE SEEM TO CARE, living a life that leads nowhere, nobody
takes to the time to try...look to your soul for the answer..." This Johnny
Rivers song seems to be appropriate for Brian Steffans shot of a young
dreamer.

Thatch job-problem solver
were
After one quarter In his administrators, they
post of "Student Affairs reassured that any changes in
Fellow," Greg Thatch senior, experimental studies would
(Rd | feels he is making some not interfere with their trip,"
headway in helping students he added.
Most of Thatch's aid to
get some problems solved.
A problem for many students Is on an individual
students experiencing dif- basis.
"Sometimes it's a phone
ficulty of some kind, according to Thatch, is finding call from a student wanting
some information, or a visit
the people who can helo. .
In one Instance last fall, from a student who needs to be
several students planned to directed to the right office for
visit England in an ex- help," he said.
Most groups of students
perimental studies program.
At the time of preparation for with problems or proposals go
the trip, changes were being directly to student governor
higher
adconsidered in the ex- ment
perimental studies program. ministrators, according to
"They didn't know whether Thatch.
Besides his
troubleor not to register for winter
quarter classes in case an shooting for students, Thatch
experimental studies change sits in on meetings in the office
forced them to cancel their of the vice president of student
affairs and assists the office
trip," Thatch said.
"But after seeing the right staff members.

TWA 1970 accounts
show $63 million loss
NEW YORK (AP) - TransWorld Airlines (TWA) said
yesterday
preliminary
unaudited results for 1970
showed a net loss of $63.9
million or $6.43 per share of
common stock.
These figures compared
with earnings of $19.8 million
or $1.63 per share of common
and common equivalent
shares for 1969.
TWA announced early in
December that it anticipated a
loss of between $60 million and
$65 million.
Preliminary net loss from
airline operations in 1970,
after a tax credit, was $72.6
million, the airline said.
This compared with net
earnings after taxes in 1969 of
$12 million.

However, Hilton
International, a wholly owned
subsidiary of TWA, showed
net earnings of $8.7 million for
1970 compared with 1969
earnings of $7.9 million, a 9.S
per cent increase.
TWA said that for the
month of December it had a
net loss of $10.5 million or $1.03
per share, compared with a
December 1969 loss of $3.1
million or 24 cents a share.
Airline revenues for
December were up 10.1 per
cent to $97.7 million, from
$88.8 million in December
1969, TWA said.
The company also reported
that due to the loss it was not
declaring dividends on either
its common or preferred
stock.

"I'm not elected to this Job,
and I can't pretend I've got a
constituency,'' Thatch said
"but I try to contribute what
I can on the basis o[ what I can
gauge of student opinion and
my own experiences.

Heath r.fists
to accept delay

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
Sharon Tate murder trial
Jury, trying to reach 27 verdicts in the four-defendant
case, went into its fourth full
day of deliberations yesterday.
A flurry of requests from
the Jury room Tuesday
brought attorneys rfirrying
to court, and tht jurors were
allowed to hear a record of
rock music by the Beatles and
a rereading of three letters
allegedly written by defendant
Susan Atkins.
The state says the letters
sent to former Jail cellmates
of Miss Atkins include implied
confessions that she took part
in killing Miss Tate and six
others.
The court reporter read
back the letters in open court
as the seven-man, five-women

N.Y. police return to beat
NEW YORK (AP) - City
patrolmen were back on the
beat yesterday carrying
nightsticks in place of picket
signs but the basic issues that
led to their six-day wildcat
strike remained to be
resolved.
After union delegates
overrode the furious protests
of dissidents and voted to end
the Job action Tuesday, a
court trial got under way on
the parity pay issue which
precipitated the walkout.
Also pending was the
question of punishment for the
estimated 20,000 patrolmen
who participated.
Penalties are mandated by
the state's Taylor Law which
forbids strides by public
employes.

CONGRATULATES
IT'S NEW OFFICERS
FOR 1971

7:00 l.a.
105 HOMO

- Tues. Jan. 26 7:00p.m.

At Wottori Michigan

0i Fob. 19, 20.

Coil 50*

Mark Kruse
Stein Pederson
Bob Miller
Scotf Gordon
Dan Hoskell
Jim (Ellis
Kick DeSilva
Don Breed
Bob Decker
Jell Cowl
Steve Fausey
Mike Dustman
Butch Cain

°resident
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Comptroller
Social Chairman
Annals
Pledge Trainer

MEETING TONIGHT!

Wioaors Will Roprasoot R.G. la Ragioaal Toaraaaioat

Senior Kep
Junior Kep
Sophomore Kep
Freshman Rep

fliffi

CRAY'S
EVERYDAY

DRUG STORES
SPECIALS
THRU JAN. 24tk

LOW

DISCOUNTS

LOW COST CHARTER
FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

Round Trip New York-Luxembourg $250
(Via Icelandic)
Fifty to sixty Bowling Green graduate or undergraduate students are
needed in order to secure this rate.
Leave in mid-June, and return either July 22, in time for second semiquarter., or in mid-September.
Students may travel independently or apply for credit programs ( 4 to
16 hours) in education or experimental studies.
Downpayment of $50.00 on transportation needed by February 14 to
assure space.
Minimum number for each flight:
25 people.
For flight information call Joyce Haas, at 352-5276.
For information on study programs call Adelia Peters at 372-2481..
Malcolm Campbell at 372-2481, or Trevor Phillips at 372-2256.
More detailed information is available in Koom 550 of the Education
Building
^___—^
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AT THE AIRPORT
BG's Finest Will Bo Playing
Every Weekend At The

Starts Monday 6:30 p.m.

BLUE HORIZON ROOM

MORE BOWLERS NEEDED
TO HAVE LEAGUE
INQUIRE AT UAO OFFICE,
SID FLOOR UNION
01 CALL 2-2343

ALPHA TAU OMEGA

Block Student Union

il arm solas
SINGAPORE (AP) - Prime
Minister Edward Heath
asserted yesterday that
Britain has the right to sell
arms to South Africa and
refused to commit himself to
any postponement of the sales.
But in the face of threats by
black African nations to quit
the Commonwealth, Heath
agreed to continue consulting
the other Commonwealth
nations about his plans.
The agreement emerged
after two days of secret talks
at the Commonwealth Conference that produced an
accord for an eight-nation
study group to consider
"factors affecting the security
of maritine trade routes in the
South Atlantic and Indian
oceans."
Heath was confronted with
an almost unanimous demand
for a Commonwealth committee of six to 10 nations to
study all the factors involved
in the proposed arms sales.
These
include
the
relevance of the 1955
agreement under which
Britain agreed to supply naval
arms to South Africa in exchange for use of the
Simonstown base near Cape
Town; and the extent of the
Soviet threat in the Indian
Ocean which Heath says
makes strengthening of South
Africa's navy necessary.

Yorker where delegates of the
Partolmen's Benevolent
Association voted 229 to 112 to
go back to work.
Transit and Housing
Authority patrolmen who had
stayed off the Job In sympathy
Joined the back to work
movement.
Negotiations continued
between the city and firemen
and sanitatlonmen.

Elsewhere on the city's
labor scene, 1,600 teamsters
ended a two-day strike and
resumed fruit and vegetable
deliveries at four major
wholesale maikel-' today.
A strike by telephone
craftsman entered Its tenth
day.
The end of the police
walkout came during a stormy
meeting at the Hotel New

Men's
• Mon . Jan. 25 7:00 p.m.
And If Needed
Wed. Jan. 27 7:00 p.m.
Women's

abroad. They can meet and
talk to other girls who have
studied in Spanish countries
and learn what to expect," she
said.
The Spanish department
has also relied on these
students to promote departmental activities.
"They're obviously the
most interested and mosi
enthusiastic Spanish students
on campus and we can count
on them to advertise our
cultural activities," he said.

able to provide a wide range
of language experiences for
the younger students.
"These students can also
help prepare sophomore girls
who are planning to study
abroad during their Junior
year," Dr. Flys said.
Jerry Traub, resident
advisor for the floor and a
veteran of several extended
trips to Mexico, agreed.
"I think it would be a great
advantage for a student to live
on this floor before going

Billiard's Tourney

WOMEN'S BOWLING

%

panel listened attentively,
some taking notes.
Manson, 36, Miss Atkins,
22, and Patricia Krenwinkel,
23, are charged with seven
counts of murder and one of
conspriacy each. Leslie Van
Houten, 21, is charged with
two counts of murder and one
of conspiracy.

sophomore, agreed. "It's a
fantastic sign of success when
you answer the telephone or a
knock at the door and
automatically start to speak
Spanish," she said.
A special advantage to
living with so many Spanish
majors is someone is always
available to help a student
who is having problems with
his Spanish courses.
In addition, several of the
girls have studied in Spanish
speaking countries and are

9-1
At Toledo Express
Special Seafood Smorgasboard Friday
No Cover
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'Ohio behind in industrial race'

Good economy 'vital'-Gilligan

Associated Press Wlrephoto

THE OREGON STANDARD, ont of two ships that gallons of oil spilled from the tanker's hold has
collided in the fog-shouded early morning hours caused a massive oil slick along the shores of the
Monday, sits with a gaping hole in her side in San bayfront area communities.
Francisco Bay. Between 500,000 and 1.9 million

Russell in critical condition
WASHINGTON (AP) Richard B. Russell, a commanding figure In the Senate
for four decades, was listed in
very critical
condition
yesterday, weakening fast in a
six-week battle against a
respirator)' Infection.

is very critical."
Doctors administered
oxygen to Russell Tuesday
after he had difficulty
breathing.
The condition of Russell,
dean of the Senate and its
president pro tempore, had
been described as serious
An aide said the 73-year-oid since he entered Walter Reed
Democratic senator from Army Medical Center Dec. t.
Georgia made no progress
This was changed to
Tuesday.
critical after his set-back
"If anything, he was not as Tuesday morning and to very
strong aa he was in the critical several hours later.
Russell's respiratory Inmorning," the aide said
Tuesday night. "Hia condition fection was complicated by his

STAtMVM

it*et*a
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The Baby Maker'is an
unconventional movie!"

Russell gave up his
chairmanship of the Armed
Services Committee to take
over Appropriations.
When Lyndon B. Johnson
entered the Senate, he turned
to Russell as his tutor.
Russell helped him win the

position of Democratic leader
and was a constant advisor
after the Texan became
president, as he had been on a
lesser scale with President
John F. Kennedy.

Whit kind of huibandiMiwifi
would mite sued a" inangemcni?

ABORTION

NATIONAL GENERAL PICTURES
A ROBERT wiSEPROOUCTION

Will be the topic discussed
by Dr. Marvin L. Kumler,
associste
professor
of
pyschology, and Gene Keil of
the UCF Center at 6:15 in the
Main Lounge, Harshman
Quadrangle. The program,
which also features a film
strip, is coordinated with the
University's Human Sexual
Symposium.

The Baby Maker
BARBARA HERSHEY
H COLLIN WILCOXHORNE
SAM GROOM
wamtN AND OACCTCO •¥ JAMCS illOCIS

StOCHJCID IV MICNANO GOtDSTOa
MOflC tVnn KAIkM ICCMMCOIWI-

»»J AT£U "LOve STORY"
OWL AND THc PUSSYCAT'
TORAI TOR*. TOR*'1
"GIRL IN MY SOUP'

"Pive EASY PliCSJ"

STABfVM

"HUSBAND'S AND WIVES
VlEWroiNTS
OF SEXUALITY'
Will be the topic discussed
by Mr. and Mrs. Cailahan at 7
p.m. in the Main Lounge,
Compton Hall. The program
is coordinated with the Human
Sexual Symposium.

mema
HELD OVER 2nd WEEKI
E.o. - "FANNY" - « 7:2S C "ICNA" al *:30
Sol. t. Sun. Mai. "FANNY" •> 2. IS - ','ICNA" - ol 4, I

SWEDEN'S MOST FAMOUS WOMEN
TOGETHER FOR THE FIRST TIMEI
THE YEARS BIGGEST SHOW

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANACHRONISM, INC.
Will meet at 7:45 in the
Wayne Room, Union. Sword
practice, dance practice and
discussion of future tourneys
will be on the agenda.

WASHINGTON (AP) Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell,
although admitting crime
rates still are rising, says the
Nixon administration is
keeping its promise to reduce
crime.
Mitchell said Tuesday he is
encouraged by a drop in crime
rates in 23 large cities during
the first nine months of 1970
and added he believes Nixon
administration policies "have
turned the comer to the point'
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where crime will continue to
be reduced."
"While the nationwide
crime rate has not yet turned
downward as a result of these
efforts and those of state and
local governments, it is encouraging to know that in the
first nine months of calendar
1970 the crime rate did drop in
23 cities of more than 100,000
population,
including
Baltimore, Kansas City,
Pittsburgh, Seattle and St.
Louis," he said.
The attorney general said
part of the over-all increase of
street crime during the past
two years may be due to
Improved reporting
procedures on the part of law
officers.
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Yesterday's cryptogram: The Texas luxes
can be described as more normal than
nominal.

WIZARD OF ID

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

Will present the films
"Mayday" and the "Battle of
Algiers" at 8:30 p.m. in 201
Hayes Hall. Admission is fl.

CLaSSIFIED

'•CONTRACEPTION"
Will be the topic discussed
by Miss Dorothy Luedtke of
the Woman's HPE department and Dr. William D.
Baxter of the biology
department at 9:30 in the Main
Lounge, Conklin Hall. The
program is being coordinated
with the University's Human
Sexuality Symposium.

Saturday

W1U meet at S p.m. In 100
University Hall.

Activities will begin at 6
p.m. in the Dogwood Suite,
Union.
The program will
feature singing and dancing
and is free and open to the
public.

FUDES
Ride Needed to OSU this
weekend
Will Share Expeneea Cell Vickie It 3S2-8278
■ner 5
Wonted-Ride to Perm State
along Rt 10. Thurt. or Frt.
Call Dot Mt7«
Two (Iris need rid* to Ohio
University on January Slid.
Will Share Expenses Call Gall
S-4SB

Wanted responsible person to
drive automobile to Weit
Coast. Call 151 lilt tor further
details & arrangements
Experienced typtat. Theses
term papers, ect. Call JS4-77S3

Buy Sha-na-na and Rare
Earth tickeia Feb. 11 SOON!
Tickets are going (ast

Steve tnd Jan,
congratulations on your P1KA
Needed Ride to Marshall lavtltering The Brothers of
Universlty-Call John 37W472 P! Kappa Alpha.
LOST ft FOUND
LOST: Crvlle Watch Mem.
Hall Call Stove 2-3M4
LOST: Basketball Iran Men's
Gym Sun. 17th return to 303
Man's Gym.

A WONDERFUL NEW CARTOON FEATURE'
••waul to turns vi.ta OittncionCu m . 14)0 Wall Dili*, r.m.m
Plus: Wall Disney's OI,«.|c CH,

I

TWO DOWN TWO TO GO:
Beat Wishes Leslie a Sue on
your engagements'
Much
Love Sharon ft Paula

Alpha Raise their glasses in a
toast of congratulation* to
Garry and List on their PIKA
pinning.

Choices? Questions?
feelings? Conflict? Counseling Center 310 Student
Services

Rick Tymlnski and Pam
Utterback, congratulations on
your Slg-Chl-O pinning The
Brothers

The Brothers of PI Ksppa
Alpha congratulate Hank and
Beth on their pinning

FOR

DAD'S DAY PERFORMF.RSrVtarat Available from the
•how. St cauls per copy-Sign
up in UAO office until Jsn 10th

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Hand thrown Pottery-MugsTea Seta-Juice GlasseaPHILIP MORTON Contemporary Jeweler, ill W.
Wooster

PERSONALS

Don
and
Denise:
Congratualttora on your PUCE
levalieting. Tonto
Thau DU's lor the great taa!

Tat Ml

Congrstulationt to Crls and
Jean on their PIKE pinning.
LOST: Male Irish Setter win The Brothers ot PI Kappa
used to run around campus Alpha
LARGE REWARD Ph. tH-

DIANA

11 Chills and
fever.
1 Trallic siKD. 12 Wharf.
2 Story.
13 l..iu turf.
3 Hellion.
21 Over4 President
whelmed.
and V.P. who ■23 Meet.
succeeded
25 View.
him.
'Hi Musical
5 Levelled,
symbol.
li Haves.
27 Large vessel.
28 (iet up.
7 Simians.
29 Presage,
x .mil inch,
.'ill Hangman's
i* Tennis
loop.
footwear.
31 Knlist in.
Ill Another 4-1) S3 Nuclei.

YIPPIE REVOLUTIONARY
FILM FESTIVAL

INDIA REPUBUC DAY

Will present "The Night

DOWN

PUZZLE
ACROSS

nation will continue to I
in the 1970s."
He cited Ohio's performance in per capita Income
and in employment growth,
and said projections showed
the state's ranking in both
areas would drop in the next
five years.

economic facts told a different
story:
"By most economic indicators, Ohio has fallen
behind In the industrial race.
And even more alarming,
unless remedial action is
taken, the state's position in
relation to the rest of the

Thoreau Spent in Jail" at 8
p.m. in the Joe E. Borwn
Theatre. The play is sold out,
but students who still wish to
attend should sign up at the
ticket office at 7 p.m. before
each performance.

VETERAN'S CLUB

UNIVERS1TY THEATRE

would- with facts."
He charged that the
previous state administration
"spent a great deal of time
and money looking for new
industry-and it spent as much
time and effort telling Ohioans
of the success of that effort."
Gilligan claimed that

U.S. crime rate rises;
urban rates decrease

TO
DO
TOD8Y

—Tim* Meya/ioe

POR

years-long bout with emphysema.
Russell has served more
than half his life in the Senate,
the only person to do so.
He was sworn in Jan. 12,
1933, after serving as
Georgia's youngest governor
at the age of 33.
He became president pro
tern of the Senate-presiding In
the absence of the vice
president-and Appropriations
Committee chairman two
years ago upon the retirement
of Sen. Carl Hayden, (DAriz.).

CLEVELAND (AP)-A successful economic development
program is "vital" to the
success of his entire administration, Gov. John J.
Gilligan told a Cleveland
audience yesterday.
At the same time the
governor. In a speech
prepared for delivery at the
annual meeting of the
Cleveland Growth Federation,
downgraded the recent
Republican administration's
Industrial development
program.
Ohio has fallen behind In
the industrial race, he said.
His own administration,
Gilligan said, plans to
"systematize our approach to
Industrial development."
He pledged "an energetic,
purposeful and - I hope highly successful"
development program, and
said that "without a vital,
growing, thoroughly modern
economic base, none of the
things we hope to accomplish
will be possible."
He called for honesty on the
part of state government
"People have stopped
trusting government because
government first stopped
trusting people ... If we In
Ohio are to deal realistically
and effectively with the
problems of economic growth
and development we have to
deal-as any businessman

Phi Mu's-Your Wash Board
Band brought us "buckets" of
REWARD (or inlo on lost Joy Thanks for helping us
Nlkkormat camera with case with a fine Rush. Phi Tau's
50 m n am, engraved an
bottom PLEASE call 371-1741 PW PSI's AFTER DARKTONIGHT!!!
LOST Black leather and
brown suede purses Call Deb
371-1511 No Questions asked Congratulations J.C. and Ana
« your P1KA panning.
It
LOST: Wool Hat-Red* Brown couldn't happen to a nicer
varOcle stripes St REWARD couple. The Brothers.
Rm IN CtoeUlo Lost Jan. *
outside
Conklin
Hall Congratolattoaa Marilyn and
Dave an your Engagement
BUSINESS
OP
Becky, Jan ft Sux

SALE

OR

RENT

Letha: From two starr. to
another BelatedCongratuLv Stereo components-3 months
tlonson your Engagement!
old Sony am-fm receiver- ITS
B.S.R McDonald turntabie•M.
Twin
Rectilinear
Dan
and
Denise. Speakers-gis. Call]
congratulations on your PIKE must
sell
lavsllenng Right on! The
Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha Mustang red hdtp., purchased
J-1M7; SN4 barrel 1,4 tpd. G.
Hey Brother "BIRD "-Come Car. 11095 Ph 352-5170
on over to Phi Pal's After
Ders-tonight!!
For Salt:
Fender Bandmaster Amp. Like new, asking
CONGRATULATIONS
Hat Phone Sl-tia 5-7 pjn.
DENISE AND DON ON
YOUR PtKA l-AVAIJF.RING
Must Sell-in. VW with
ELAINE
•unroof.
Call SM-4711
ATTENTION
DECEMBER
GRADUATES! In Education
Graduate students, and
married
students.
International Educational
Corporation looking tor people
to expand North Western,
Ohio Representation Write to:
Tom O'Connor 17741 Euler.
B.G.

For Sale Fender Super Reverb
Mint Condition Askliuj B5S I

an

Girl needed for apt
anytUneJSl-OI»

rCall

Apt far Spring Qtr far M or S
people
3 5 2 -t|||

Call

352-01S1

slter

4

One male wanted to sublease
at Palmer Aptt., Beginning
Spring Qtr Call 35M4S7 alter
I
Newly built 1 bedroom spartments near university. Year
lease starting June IS completely furnished lor 4
student) at SSI par student
Phone SJ-71S1
Need girl to shire apt
campus 353-eS4»
1 male needed at Winthrop
SouUVSprlng- 351-7411
Two girls need apartment for
Sprtruj Quarter. Call Wendy at
17UOI
Girl to share apt SU-lNl
after 4.10 M0 per mo.
Two guys need apartment for
spring Quarter call John 371Male Roommate wanted
Greerrrtew Apt. 1M-7N1
Wanted: Married Students
Need 1 bdrm Apt Spring
Quarter Call 354-attl after 1
Still available 3 * 4 maa
apartments far immediate
rental. eN Napoleon Rd. 5*41771 also taking deposits for
summer rentals 14 maa aptt.
Pool ft Air Conditioning
1 F. roommates atoned.
Spring U. Cta, 3o3-7tat
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Chrysler to study

Cambodians battle
for Highway 4
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) - Under an air cover of
U.S. helicopter gunships,
Cambodian infantrymen
fought entrenched North
Vietnamese yesterday in what
may be a decisive battle for
Cambodia's lifeline. Highway
4.
The fighting raged 60 miles
southwest of Phnom Penh at
the entrance to Pich Nil Pass,
the last stronghold along
Highway 4 3nil held by enemy
forces.
The Cambodians
acknowledged a severe battering but their field commander, Brig. Gen. Sosthene
Fernandez, repeated his claim
that the capture of the
mountain gateway was imminent
If so, it was not immediately evident. The
Cambodian effort to take the
pass appeared blunted by the
enemy-entrenched in bunkers

4-day work week

that defied the aerial pounding.
The brunt of the fighting
was borne by Cambodian
flank
security
troops,
correspondents reported. The
main force of Cambodians had
not moved from overnight
positions.
Cambodian mortars kept
up a steady shelling of North
Vietnamese positions and
were joined by cannon and
machine-gun fire from tank*
and armored cars.
For a third straight day,
rocket-firing U.S. Cobra
helicopter gunships hit at
suspected enemy positions. No
fighter-bombers were seen In
action.
At the other end of the
seven-mile pass, South
Vietnamese marines and
rangers were engaged In their
drive north.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
CORDIALLY INVITES
ALL INTERESTED MEN
TO A

SMOKER TONIGHT
7:30-9:00

JANUARY CLEARANCE
Additional R.d.ctiois
Ev.ry Day
f '

Up To 50% Off

THE BOWLING GREEN water tower, captured at
night by photographer Gordy Gair, appears like a

Court rules on contempt
WASHINGTON t AP - A judge
who waits until the end of a
trial to consider adding
contempt penalties to a
defendant's punishment
should step out and let a fellow
judge take his place, the
Supreme
Court
held
unanimously yesterday.

However, the complex
opinion by Justice William O.
Douglas also said defendants
should not be allowed to drive
judges out of the Initial trial
and there are circumstances
when a judge can instantly
punish a defendant for contempt.
•

"IMPROVING JAA UAA UAA
UAYOUR CAMPUSJAA UAA

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

West of McDonald |

UAA U.THROUGHAA UAA UAA

uALUMNh UAA UAA

UAA UAA

UAA UAA UAASUPPOPT*A UAA

NO COVER
CHARGE
PLUS EARLY BIRD SPECIAL

Every Fri. &
Sat. Nite
at the

GIGOLO

Remember
Every Thurs is
2 for 1 Nite

Pick Up Your
Applications At The
Alumni House
January 18-22

Nixon names

policy council

on economics

Pink, White, or Red

CARNATIONS
$4 PER DOZEN

MYLES FLOWERS
109 CLAY ST

People Helping
People

352-2002

353-2802

WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon began his
third year in office yesterday
by promising to send Congress
the most comprehensive, far
reaching, bold domestic
program on record.

Italian & American Cuisine
Lasagno, Spaghetti, Pizza, Wine
And Fine American Foods.

January
25-28

"Try Our Food...You'll Love It"
in

On Route 20

7:00-9:00
Faculty Lounge

Woodville. Ohio

RACHEL, RACHEL
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
6, 8, 10 p.m.
MAIN AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY HALL
ADMISSION $1

zi isanello s
203 N Main
Sowling Graan, Onto

PURPLE MUSHROOM
Next to T 0 's

Get Aqiaiit.d Offer
20%
Off 0i All
Items
To Feb. 15

Fri-Sot
11-7

UM

r-* Ow#fc

FREE Delivery

Open Sun
12-5

PHI

psrs

IN OUR PORTABLE OVENS

Phone 352-6782, 352-5167 or 352-5166
5 PM. - 1 AM. Daily - 2 A.M. M. A Sal.
SIZES

Black Light Room, Chokers, Prayer
Rug Bags. Morroccon capes, 1001
assoited rings and earrings, Vlaterpipes.
p
ipes,papers, Bornooses
P0UKS Mon- Thurs
1-7

W.

CkM*a
Any I Ham
Any 2 Hama
Any 3 Kama
Date*
Extra Cbaaaa
ItlMS

-10 l».k
$1.10
1.30
1.50
170
1.90
.15

II i.<h
$1.40
1.70
3.00
3 30
3 60
.30

$1.90
2.30
3.70
1.10
1.50
.25

$2.90
1.40
1.90
4.10
4.N
.35

The new tentative threeyear contract for production
workers In both the United
States and Canada was
reached two hours before a
strike deadline Tuesday.
Negotiators failed to come
to terms on pay for 10,000
salaried workers represented
by the UAW. but Woodcock
said the strike deadline was
postponed Indefinitely
because settlement was close.
Further negotiations were
planned today.

Beatle agent
denies claims
of sad finance
NEW YORK (AP) - Allen
Klein, the American Manager
of the Beatles, has denied an
assertion in a London court
that the affairs of the famed
quartet are in "an appalling
state."
Through counsel Tuesday,
Beatle Paul McCartney filed
suit seeking permission from
the High Court to dissolve his
partnership with the other
Beatles and to force an accounting of the financial affairs of the partnership.
McCartney's lawyer,.
David Hirst, told the court
"there probably is not enough
in the kitty to meet" tax
liabilities.
Later "Tuesday,
Klein:
comment**.1 through
a:
U.S. spokc.iii.an: "1 wish to
categorically deny that the
Beatles' finances are in 'an.
appaling state' and I wish tor
make it clear that the part-,
nership is solvent and has more than sufficient net
current assets to meet all ;
income tax and surtax •
liabilities.."
None of the Beatles at-'
tended the London court'
session.
Lawyers for all
parties agreed to delay a full
hearing for a month.
In addition to McCartney*,''
the other Beatles are John
Lennon, Ringo Starr and"
George Harrison.
The |
estimated annual income of
the quartet has been put at
between $9 million and f 12
million.

Nixon sfarfs 3rd year,
to urge "bold program"

Migolori's Little Italian Village

Alpha Phi Omega
Rush

University Union
Free Gift
With Evry Purchase

DETROIT (AP) - While
reaching a tentative new
contract for 110,000 production
employes, Chrysler Corp. and
the United Auto Workers also
have agreed to discuss the
possibility of changing to a
four-day work week.
Tne union and company
laid Tuesday they would
create a Joint six-man committee to discuss the proposal,
under which 40 hours would be
worked in four days with three
consecutive days off. Instead
of the present five days work
with two days off.
UAW President Leonard
Woodcock said such a shortened work week might be the
remedy for the "problem of
absenteeism in this industry."
John Leary, Chrysler vice
president for administration,
said the nation's third largest
automaker was willing to
explore the matter, commenting, "Some management
people say it stops absenteeism."
UAW Vice President
Douglas Fraaer, a leading
NtwwkMo by I
union proponent of the idea,
suggested that If the joint
space ship recently descended from the planet committee finds the proposal
feasible, pilot tryouts could be
Mars.
held In one or more Chrysler
plants.
No U.S. company of
Chrysler's size has gone on a
four-day week, although more
than 90 smaller firms have
done so.
The ruling upsets the
"Generalizations are
difficult," said Douglas in a contempt conviction imposed
somewhat ambiguous decision on Richard J. May berry in
that reversed contempt 1966 by Allegheny County
sentences imposed by a Criminal Judge Albert A. Fick
Pennsylvania judge on a and an 11-to 22-year sentence.
Mayberry was on trial on
convict who called him a
"dirty sonofabitch" and a prison break charges.
The is the second decision
"dirty, tyrannical old dog."
Condemning the defen- by the Supreme Court in a
dant's conduct as Insolent, year on the problem of unruly
WASHINGTON (AP) Douglas said since the judge defendants.
President
Nixon
has
Last March, in an Illinois established a top-level council
waited until after the trial to
hold the convict in centempt.it case, the court upheld the to coordinate international
would have been wiser to let power of trial judges to punish economic policy.
another judge "not bearing such defendants for contempt,
Nixon announced the
the sting of these slanderous to remove them from the formation of the council
courtroom
and,
as
a
last
remarks" sit in judgment on
Tuesday.
He said the
resort, to shackle and gag.
the contempt isi.ue.
executive director will be
Peter G. Peterson, formerly
chairman of the board of Hell
& HoweU Co.
Nixon himself will be
chairman of the new body.
Secretary of State William P.
Rogers will preside in the
President's absence.

"AFTER DARK"

Some 60 top members of
the White House staff were
gathered in the White House
theater for a discussion of
their own, followed by
remarks by Nixon.
A small group of reporters
was admitted briefly as the
chief
executive
began
speaking, then was shooed
out.
Nixon said his State of the
Union message to Congress
tomorrow night 'will be only
the beginning."
He said It will be followed
by a series of specific
legislative proposals that, he
predicted, would be "unprecedented, certainly in the
modern history of the Congress."
What he wiU tell Congress,
he said, would be "the most
comprehensive, the most far
reaching, the most bold
domestic program ever
presented to the American
Congress."

Fraternity
Aid
Sorority
Night
6:00-9:00
Wtd. I Thirs.

7-12

Venture
Inn

Girls, Refreshments
& Fun

Reduced
Prices
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Rockets blast past Falcons
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
A bad second half beginning and the Inability to hit the
close shots led to the Bowling
Green Falcons defeat at the
hands of the Toledo Rockets
7047 last night.
Down only one point at the
half, the Falcons let the
Rockets burst Into a six point
lead after only two minutes of
the second period. Then when
BG tryed to come back they
were unable to hit the inside
shot or the second shot under
the boards.
The entire game was the
same typical battle that the
two teams have engaged in in
recent years.
At the half the Rockets'
one-point advantage, 38-37,
was on the shooting of 6-8
forward Tom Kozelko.

Kozelko had 16 points, 14 of
them from the field. Kozelko
also pulled down 11 first half
rebounds.BG's main problem
seemed to be solving the
Rockets zone defense and full
court press. Bowling Green
turned the ball over six times
to Toledo.
The main reason the
Falcons were still In the game
at the hah* was the fact that
they hit 11 of 14 from the foul
line. However, late in the first
half the Birds missed the front
end of two one and one foul
shot situations.
Leading the way for
Bowling Green was 6-5 forward Dalynn Badenhop who
had 12 points, including five
field goals. In a span of 2:20
Badenhop was the entire
Falcons' offense hitting four
straight field goals but then he
picked up his third foul at 4:50

and was replaced by Tom
Scott.
In individual rebounding
for the Falcons Jim Connally
was leading the way with nine
rebounds and eight points,
holding Toledo seven-footer
Doug Hess to six points and
five rebounds.
The early defensive letdown in the second half was
mainly on Kozelko who
finished with 27 points, 11 of
them in the early going of the
half. After 14:82 when Scott
came in, Kozelko was shut off.
Badenhop was again the
offensive show for the Falcons
in the second hah* hitting for
ten more points before fouling
out with Just over a minute to
go. He finished with 22
markers but could not get any
scores on the board after 11:36
to go in the half.
Between 10:41 and 6:11 the

Falcons were unable to get a
field goal while TU was putting several points on the
board.
Hess seemed to come alive
in the second hah* hitting 11 of
Ms 17 points in the last half,
seven of those on foul shots.
Though it didn't seem that
way during the game the final
statistics show that BG
outrebound the Rockets 47-43
with Connally having 16 to
lead the Falcons while
Kozelko had 14 and Hess 13 for
TU.
The Falcons stayed close In
the first half through free
throws but were outacored in
the second half from the line.
BG had one more field goal
than Toledo but the Rockets
hit five more foul shots,
"Kozelko's hurt us the
worst along with hitting only
38 per cent from the field."

said coach Bob Conibear.
"We waited too long to foul
TU at the end. We were trying
to Intercept the ball, even
though TU hasn't had a good
foul shot percentage all year,
there was no one man we
could foul," commented
Conibear.
"We had more than enough
opportunities to tie the game
or go ahead but could not get
over the top," said Conibear.
"Could have been our beat
game all year, really got inside," said TU head coach Bob
Nicholas.
"Kozelko had his best
game of the year, he played
both ends of the court well,"
said Nicholas.
The game made both
teams 1-2 In the MAC race
with TU's overall record going
to 8-8 while BG's dropped to 47.

Rick Allen makes it, Vivian's right hand man
knew my system and he knew
what was expected."
Rick Allen, former center
Even though Alien was
on the Bowling Green Hockey familiar with the schedulec
team, still Isn't quite used to practices, the training set up
the Idea of being confined to the ice rink and the players, hi
the bench during BG ice still had to make the transi tior
skirmishes with opposing from a player to an assistant
teams.
coach.
"When you're behind the
As many hockey fana
bench you feel like a third recall, Allen commanded one
thumb," said Allen, "you of the most agressive and
can't really do much in the vibrant personalities on the
games except Jump up and ice during his playing career,
down and wave your hands- and this disposition could have
and this tends to be kind of lead to some difficulties in his
frustrating."
new Job.
The main reason Allen is
Allen admits that now he ia
seeing much of the bench is more exhausted after a game
because of his promotion this than when he played on the
year. It seems a bit ironical team, mainly because of the
that a promotion for Allen emotional strain which ia
should come in the form of suppressed within. In a game,
"the bench", but after his says Allen, you could always
graduation in 1970 he acquired have a physical outlet for your
the post of assistant mentor of emotions.
the hockey team under coach
"Oh yeah, it's a difficult,
Jack Vivian.
thing," said Allen, "1 mean
Photo by Agoiton Vorsonyl
The post was vacated by there la a great amount of
BiU Neal who returned to emotional build up in a game
A SCRAPPER himself when he was an active Falcon player, Allen attempts
Western Michigan as head for a coach. 1 don't get to hit
coach after having received anybody-and since I'm not
to break up a little "get together" between two of his guys during a workout.
his masters degree from allowed to hit mv wife," he
Bowling Green.
Jokingly said, "I don't know
"Rick was far ahead of BUI quite who to hit. Usually I end improve things."
Allen discovered.
adjusting to Rick and his new
in coaching ability," said up staying awake at night
Staying awake at night is
"When you're sitting on the position on the team," said
coach Vivian,
"merely after the games thinking of only one of the drawbacks of sideline you can see much of
Vivian, "he has taken combecause he played here, he what I could have done to being an assistant coach. the Intentional foul play of the mand and the players respect
opposing team," said the him. They respected him as a
rookie coach, "but you can't player and now they respect
do much about it.
When him as coach."
you're playing, you can be
Alien gained a reputation
instrumental in changing the as a real competitor on the ice
course of the game. You can and Vivian feels people will
give the guy a "shot" to sort of now get to know Rick as an
counter
balance
the inspiring assistant coach.
situation."
"He's an impressive
Since Allen was the largest person and he has added
player in the rink for BG last greatly to the hockey coaching
year he had to assume the Job program and I'd like to keep
of policing the ice. It seems him at Bowling Green," said
/
that this season there is no one Vivian, "but it seems that this
to fill his skates.
will depend on our new
Allen explained that it isn't athletic administration and in
all peaches and cream in the which direction they're going
ice rink and at times you have to let hockey go."
to use muscle or the opposing
Allen, when asked if he had
team will laterally walk aU ever considered turning pro
over you in a game. That is after his impressive college
why so many fights occur In a career, he answered-"Yes,
PhM* by Aootton Vortanyl
hockey game, he said.
I've considered it but not to
COACH VIVIAN and his right hand man survey the situation during one
"We have few large many people considered
Falcon practice.
players this season," com- me...but I had considered it,"
mented Allen, "but when the he repeated in an assuring
game gets rough, you just tone.
have to be kind of nasty. We
Allen looks upon his Job aa
have a lot of small guys who a great opportunity to attain
think they're nasty but they his masters degree and at the
Just aren't that nasty."
same time gain a year of
"I love to play hockey and I experience in the coaching
guess I was kind of a weekend field.
The
Bowling
Green
Gymnastics coach John
for the team effort. "Doug warrior," admitted Allen, "I
They say a leopard can't
gymnastics team placed third White said Western's senior,
Whitaker continues to show Just wasn't much at practice change his spots and Allen
in a four team meet at Miami Jordan, who is fifth in the
but
I
really
enjoyed
the
seems to be no exception.
improvement
on
the
University Saturday.
The nation on the parallel bars,
After years of fast pace
horizontal bar and Doug games."
meet was billed the "Little was nearly a one man team
Coach Vivian looks to Allen hockey with the team, Allen
Oltmans on the parallel bars,
MAC Championships" for the Broncos.
for another set of hands to help now hopes to continue die pace
he said.
because all of the conference
The Falcons were fairly
Strong performances were out with the team. With some in a coaching capacity.
gymnastics team took part. close in all events except floor
also shown by Meeker and help a coach has a little more Although he says that
Western Michigan won the exercise and the horizontal
Schultx and newcomer Pete authority on the ice, said coaching, as oppossed to
meet with a score of 132.8, bar, White said. "Our basic
Vivian.
Practice can be playing, "isn't what it's
Johnson.
Kent State was second with problem remains lack of
The next competition will broken up in order to work cracked up to be," be likes the
126.44 points, followed by the depth," he said.
be against Central Michigan drills from both ends of the mentor position because it too
Falcons with 99.49 points.
White said good perand Slipery Rock at Mount rink.
has an aura of "excitment."
Fourth went to Miami with formances were provided by
"Rick has been able to
Pleasant, Michigan on
"I still get a little excited,"
83.23 points.
accept responsibility and has stated Allen ironically, "my
Rick Meeker and Jay Butler
January 30.
turned out to be a great asset wife tells me I am the biggest
to me," said Vivian. "For one clown in the building during a
thing, a grad assistant can hockey game...yes, I do get a
bring the feelings of the "little" excited."
Student Recreational
Saturdays- On these days the
Pool Rental
players to the office. Rick will
Although Alien can no
Swim Periods
recreational swim period will
for Groups
also be scouting a lot of area longer contribute on the ice aa
attheNatatorium,
begin when the event is over.
The Natatorium can be for future prospects
It's a player, he seems to be set in
Winter Quarter 1971
Charge - $.25 This includes rented by University groups almost impossible for me to his ways of making the most of
towel and lock.
when it ia not scheduled for an handle the administrative end his position on the bench.
Tuesday - 7:00-10:00 pjn.
You may use your own suit activity. Minimum cha.ge and recruit at the same time."
He realizes that in order to
Thursday - 6:3M:00 p.m.
or rent one at the Natatorium $10.00 per hour. During this
It was tough for Rick, from be of value to his team he must
Friday - 7:00-10:00 pjn.
for $.10.
quarter it is only available on a coaching standpoint, said now try to transmit his
Saturday - 3:00-8:00 pjn.
Saturday evenings from Vivian, because st first he was knowledge of hockey to the
Faculty-Employees
Sunday - 2:00-3:30 pjn.
8:00p.m. on. Daring the week kind of straddling a fence. He possible "Rick Aliens" of
Swim Periods
It is available from 10: (io p.m. had to get the players to
Winter Quarter 1971
tomorrow. In the mean time
on.
These periods have to be Saturday - l:(s%3:00 pjn.
produce for him and they had Alien, along with coach
cancelled at times when there Sunday - 4:3M:00 pjn.
to realize that he waa no Vivian, must sit back during
are special events In the pool,
Information
longer one of the players but the games, confine their
Everything is the same aa
(swimming meets, water student recreational swims, Recreational Swims - Call 2- instead-a coach.
physical activities, aa Allen/
shows, etc.) Ttus will usually with one exception. Charge 2255
"I dent think that our has put it, "to waving hands
occur on Ftrdsys and for adults is $.35.
Pool Rental - Call 2-2873
players have had any trouble and Jumping up and down."
By Agoston A. Varsaayl
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"HEY R E F... just make another call like that one, and it's you and me, got
it?" Bob Conibear is "thinking."

Young Birds triumph,
rip Rockets 69-64
ByJoeBurcbick
Sport. Writer
"I'm glad it's over and I
am glad it is in the win
column."
So was the reflection of
freshmen coach John Piper
after his charges eked out a 6964 victory over Toledo
Wednesday night at Anderson Arena.
To say B mllng Green was
unimpressive in victory would
be an understatement as the
baby Falcons recorded 25
turnovers in the contest. TU
fared Just a little better
making 23 miscues.
In the opening minutes of
play it appeared as though BG
was going to run the visiting
Rockets right off the court as
they outplayed, outhustled
and outshot the opposition in

opening up an 11 point 20-9
lead.
But the Rockets came
pecking back and shot Into the
lead 27-26 on Mike Parker's
Jumper with 4:31 left in the
half. Jack Wissman knotted
the count at 27-27 sinking a
foul shot but Bob Repp tossed
In a free throw to put TU up 2827. Outside shots by Bob
Hotallng and Steve Breitigam
gave the Falcons a 31-28 advantage with 2:12 left. The
Falcons remained on top the
rest of the half, taking a 33-32
lead at half time.
The second half proved to
be Just as hectic as the first
with the Falcons opening up a
big lead and Toledo coming
back to close the gap to three
and four points. Fortunately
for BG, Toledo was unable to

catch up.
Parker was the high point
man for the Rockets and the
game with 21 points. BG got
balanced scoring from Chuck
Novak, 16 points; Jim Kindle
with 14; Breltigam and
Wissman with 12 apiece; and
Hotallng with 10.

Q
sporrs

Rockets get new grid chief
The University of Toledo Rush and Lauterbur before
yesterday named Heidelberg going to Heidleberg last
College Coach Jack Murphy season. Heidelberg posted a 3its head football mentor to 6 record In 1970
Murphy beat out stiff
replace Frank I-auterbur.
Lauterbur led the Rockets competition for the Toledo Job.
to two straight Mid-American Among the candidates were
assistants
from
Conference titles and the three
longest major college winning Lauterbur's Rocket staff and
streak in the nation, 23 games, aides from Ohio State,
before accepting the head Michigan State, Michigan and
Georgia Tech.
coaching job at Iowa.
Murphy spent 10 seasons as
A
1984
Heidelberg
a Toledo assistant under Cllve graduate, Murphy built a

national reputation as the
Toledo defensive coordinator.
The Rockets finished the top
10 teams In total defense In
196S-68-87 and led that
category nationally In 1989.
Murphy was an All-Ohio
Conference offensive end and
linebacker and began his
coaching career at Mount
Vemon High School in 1986.
He spent two seasons aa a
Heidelberg assistant before
moving to Toledo in 1980.

Gymnastics team tumbles
to tap third at Miami meet

Swim schedule released

ilatW Pl*» Wln»hM*

"i*X?*X'l"' screams a gesturing Nick Mlletti as his Cleveland Cavaliers
hit the bricks for the umpteenth time earlier this season. A Bowling Green
graduate, Mr. Miletti has as his head coach, the man who brought Bowling
Green its last MAC title, Bill Fitch.

